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[Note: No claim at completeness is made. This is a quick collection
of literature that comes to my mind.]

Literature for rewinding lecture
Dominique Unruh, CROSSING winter school 2016

The rewinding technique that can be used for quantum zero-knowledge was
presented in [Wat09]. See also [Unr12] for a more precise and general formulation
of the zero-knowledge properties that are needed (section “zero knowledge’, only
in the full version).
For a different quantum rewinding technique, see [Unr12]. That one is used
in cases where one needs to extract several values from the adversary by running
it several times and measuring some value in each run. (It is incomparable with
the other technique.)
Impossibility results for rewinding (such as the fact that the classical commitment definition is not suitable for the quantum setting) were given in [ARU14].
Some more impossibilities relating to commitments are given in [Unr16].
Rewinding in the style of [Unr12], but in the presence of computationallybinding commitments is studied in [Unr16]. (One needs a way to get around the
fact that classical commitment definitions are not good for the quantum case.)

Literature for random oracle lecture
The quantum random oracle was first explicitly studied in [BDF+ 11] where they
argued that the quantum random oracle needs to be queried in superposition
(and showed the security of various signature and encryption schemes).
[Zha12b] analyses Full Domain Hash and for this purpose introduces the
technique of replacing a fraction of the random oracle values by the same value
(“semi-constant distributions”). A result that might be more powerful than the
semi-constant distributions might be the “small-range distributions” [Zha12a]
basically says that we only use a small number of values in the whole random
oracle.
The one-way-to-hiding lemma was shown in [Unr15b] (but implicitly present
in a special case already in [BDF+ 11]). It was generalized to allow different
degrees of adaptive programming in [Unr14, Unr15a].
The fact that the random oracle is a one-way function is well-known, I don’t
know an original reference. Collision resistance of the random oracle is shown
in [Zha15].
It is shown in [ARU14] that the Fiat-Shamir transform [FS87] and Fischlin’s
proofs with online extractors [Fis05] are not secure in general (w.r.t. to specific
oracles in addition to the random oracle). (But it is open whether those schemes
are secure using slightly stronger assumptions.) The original classical proof of
security from [Fis05] goes through easily using a classical random oracle but a
quantum adversary (warning: I have not checked this claim carefully).
Extraction from queries in the quantum random oracle model is used in
[Unr15a] for non-interactive ZK proofs and [TU15] for the Fujisaki-Okamoto
transform and OAEP.
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